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cury Theater. "The Hot Mikado," also employing Negro
performers, proved still more popular. Another paraphrase
of Gilbert and Sullivan, "The Swing Mikado/' originating
in Chicago, became such potent "box-office'* that private
interests offered to employ the cast in a Broadway produc-
tion. Brooks Atkinson, drama editor of the New York
Times, called the Federal Theater Project "the best friend
the theater as an institution has ever had in this country/'
Given the attendant circumstances, the Federal Theater
inevitably exhibited spots of political pink and sometimes
undisguised Marxism.* The sensibilities of conservative con-
gressmen were frayed even by New Deal propaganda praising
the AAA and TVA and union labor. Following a Dies com-
mittee report in January, 1939, that "a rather large number
of the employees on the Federal Theater Project are either
members of the Communist Party or are sympathetic with
the Communist Party/* the sound of sharpening axes could
be heard off stage. Resolved to "put Uncle Sam out of the
show business/' Congress cut off all appropriations as of
June 30, 1939, and the project closed
On the commercial stage the lacquered, sophisticated
comedy of manners never wholly expired—witness the con-
tinued successes of Philip Barry—but it no longer held as-
cendancy. Robert E. Sherwood turned from the gay romance
of "Reunion in Vienna" (1931) to lament the "impotence
of the intellectuals" in a bruisers* world in "The Petrified
Forest" (1935), thence to "Idiot's Delight" (1936), por-
traying the folly of war, darling of capitalists and nationa-
lists, and finally to "There Shall Be No Night" (1940),
showing the valor of war, physical and spiritual, against to-
talitarian aggression. Maxwell Anderson moved from high
Elizabethan tragedy to an analysis in "Both Your Houses"
* Atkinson himself thus epitomized one of its plays for children in 1937
called "The Revolt of the Beavers**: "Beavers of the world, unite! By uniting
and shooting down the chief's company police with revolvers and machine guns
concealed in their lunch boxes, the hungry heavers joyfully overthrew their
industrial oppressors." N* Y. Times, May 21, 1937.

